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INTRODUCTION 
Teachers often assume that they know what poetry 
children like and dislike. Anthologies of children's litera-
ture have been compiled of poems which authors feel young 
people prefer and enjoy. 
vlhat is poetry? 
Poetry, according to Untermeyer, "is an imaginative 
medium of representation and communication of significant 
human experience, emotions and thoughts in rhythmic word 
patterns." 1 
Daniel states, "lli.e poem is a record of experience to 
be shared with the reader. " 2 
Absolute poetry is "the concrete and artistic expression 
of the human mind in emotional and metrical language." 3 
We know that poetry contains meter, appropriateness of 
diction, pleasing quality, and, in addition, that great 
indefinable something which makes it poetry. 
On these four definitions, the writer rests her attempt 
to inform the reader of the meaning and nature of poetry. 
1 LoUis Unter.meyer, Poetry, Its AEpreciation and EnjoJ5ent . 
(New York : Harcourt, Brace and ompany, 193~ p. 1 • 
2 Earl Daniel, fue Art of Reading Poetry. (New York: 
Rinehart ani Company,1942). p . 18. 
3 Elizabeth Drew, Discovering Poetry . (New York : w.w. 
Horton, 1933). p. 17-lB. 
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'lhe writer could go on and on and give dozens of 
definitions of poetry, but none of them would be entirely 
adequate . 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Much has been written in regard to the preferences of 
children in the r eading of all types of literature and poetry. 
The writer cannot bring to the reader all of the findings 
published about children's likes and dislikes of poetry, but 
she will give only a brief summary of the work done on 
problems very closely related to the one at hand. 
INTEREST IN TRADITIONAL POETRY 
Mother Goose Rhymes. Much scholarly study has been 
given to the origin of the Mother Goose Rhymes, but inter-
esting as that subject is, it does not belong here. We know 
that by the time John Newbery published the first collections 
of rhymes (1760) which he said he had gathered "from the lips 
of British nurses • 11 
What are the qualities that entitles these jingles to an 
important place in children's literature? First, we note pro-
nounced rhythm common to all, though better in some than in 
others; second, an imagination appeal that is very marked; II 
third, we often find humor, Which represents a frankness, some-
times quaint; fourth, and closely linked with humor, surprise, 
always a delight to a child; and last, nonsense, also often 
linked with surprise, but very different in character from 
--
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1 humor . 
Ballads . As poetry, ballads appeal to children because 
they are simple, concrete, dramatic stories, told directly and 
have pleasing tunes . 1<1irst, the ballads are objective and im-
personal . Second, there is simplicity of diction as well as of 
emotion. Third, these old ballads employ repetition, making 
certain descriptive phrases become conventional . Fourth, the 
metrical form is necessarily simple, consisting of the rhyming 
coupled with four accents in each line or the quatrain with 
four accents in the first and third lines and three accents in 
the second and fourth lines , Which rhyme . 
With reference to subject matter, the ballads are an ex-
pression of the people's ideals and interests . Often they 
deal with the lives of kings , queens , lords, and ladies, be-
cause, from the people's point of view, the lives of the great 
are always full of romance and adventure . fuey often picture 
kings "drinking the blude-red wine 11 and ladies w1 th 11 gold 
kems in their hair . " 'lb.e material might be r e al, fictitious, 
or traditional. Some of the prominent themes are these: The 
supernatural , a tragedy in family life , the love story (often 
difficulty in love) , the outlaw life, and historical situations . 2 
1 
2 
Factors Which Interest. Some important factors that make 
A Book of Ghildren Literature, edited by Lillian Hollowell . 
TNew York : Rinehart ani Company, 1956) . p . 498-500. 
Ibid. , p . 500- 501 . 
-- -· ·---- - -- -- ~. 
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poetry interesting to Children are these: an the basis of 
several investigations, it seems safe to say that the most 
popular poems are characterized by action, rhythm, and humor, 
and these are about the interests and experiences of child-
hood. 1 
A teacher capitalizes on what children are known to like 
in a poem. He whets their tastes with good poetry that 
appeals. 2 He provides poetry that : 
1. Gives children an exhilarating sense of melodious 
movement . 
2. Makes the everyday experiences of life distinctively 
uncommon 
3. Touches their emotions vibrantly 
4. Releases healthful laughter 
5. Tells wonderful stories 
6. Carries them into exaggerated or fanciful situations 
7. Extends their appreciation or fanciful situations 
8. Creates memorable characters and personages 
9. Sings its way into their memories 
AGE AND READING PREFERENCE 
Investigators have found that over a period of years 
children's interests in some selections increase, While they 
1 
2 
Ibid. , P• 494-496 
Children and the L~uage ~' edited by Virgil Herrick and 
Leland B. Jacobs.(~lewood Cliffs, N. J . :Prentice- Hall, Inc. 
1955) . p . 21 ~ 
~ 
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decline in others . 1 One s tudy, dealing with comparative scores 
f or the eighth and eleventh grades for 236 selections , is in-
deed revealing on this point. Because there are numerous poems 
among the 236 selections, one of the proposed comparisons re- 1: 
lates to the changes in interests in lyric and narrative poetry 
for the three- year period from grade eight to eleven. Data 
for 95 lyric poema and 44 narrative poems were compiled. The 
tabulation showed that 68 of the 95 lyric poems were better 
liked in the eleventh grade than in the eighth grade with an 
average increase for the 68 selections of 7. 6 points; 27 of the 
lyrics were less liked on the average by 4 . 9 points . The 
average overall gain in interests for lyric poetry was 4. 0 
points . 
The difference is reliable at the one per cent level of 
significance . Of the 44 narrative poems, 17 were liked better 
on the average by 4 . 9 points, While 27 were less liked by an 
average of 5 . 7 points . The average overall loss in interest 
for narrative poetry for the three-year period was 1 . 6 points . 
The difference is reliable at the 10 per cent level of signifi-
cance. A difference as large as this might be caused by chance 
alone about once in ten samples . 
The study showed that it would be easy to conclude that 
the increase in lyric poetry interest with advancing age was 
caused by a growing enjoyment of the poetic form. It sug-
1 George w. Norvell, The Reading Interests of Young People . 
(New York : D.C. Heath and Gompany, 1950).--p. 39-40. 
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gested that the principal influences might have been traceable 
to the maturity of the children, including better understanding 
of the content, and the development of an appreciation of 
adult ideas . 
Among the 236 selections Whi ch afford scores for both the 
eighth and eleventh grades, 19 were found which mru{e a strong 
appeal to sympathy. A tabulation of the scores of Table 3 of 
the investigation reveals that of the selections, 16 have a 
greater appeal in the eleventh grade than in the eighth; three 
have decreased appeal . The average overall gain for the 19 
selections in interest for the three- year period is 5. 2 points, 
or 1 . 7 points annually. The difference is reliable at the one 
per cent level of significance . It was concluded that as 
children approach adulthood they are increasingly interested in 
selection which appeal to their sympathy. This was shown to be 
expectable, since sy.mpanhy is impossible without understanding , 
and youth is a period of widening experience and of increasing 
mental maturity. 
The same study1 to which the liriter has already referred 
went into the matter of how eex differences affect choices of 
short stories and poems. The plan of the study was to examine 
the reaction of boys and girls toward a list of selections, 
each of which was dominated by a single factor, and to depend 
upon the minimizing of the potency of other factors through 
cancellation. Undoubtedly the method has pitfalls, since can-
cellation may not fUnction as expected. The investigator 
7 
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thought it best to attempt to winnow selections involving a 
high degree of a particular interest factor, (e . g . humor) 
and depend upon a favorable degree of cancellation of other 
factors than by partial correlation to determine for a particu-
lar selection the extent of the influence of each of ten to 
twenty-five interest factors. 
Table 12 in this study presented data for poetry under 
27 headings. In contrast to the results for short stories, 
where boys and girls ' ballots on 214 titles were found almost 
equally favorable, the spread between boys and girls' scores 
on 466 poems was 7. 6 points . Further, in comparison with 
novels , biographies, and plays , as well as with short stories, 
poetry as a whole was not well l i ked . On the other hand, 
many individual poems were popular . 
A separation of the poems into two groups , lyric and 
narrative, permits some interesting observations . Three 
hundred thirty-seven lyric poems were found to be liked 10 
points better on the average by girls than boys: girls , 67 .1; 
boys, 57 . 1; average, 621. Of the total, 305 lyric poems are 
better liked by girls ; only 32 are better like by boys . The 
73 narrative poe~ yield the following results in terms of 
scores : boys, 68.9; girls, 70. 7; average, 69.8. This time a 
spread of only 1.8 points separates the boys' score from the 
1 girls . Further, boys like 36 of the narrative poems better 
than do girls; girls like 37 better than do boys. These 
1 Ibid., p . 69-72. 
·---- -----
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figures point strongly to the conclusions that both boys and 
girls enjoy narrative poems better than they do lyric poetry. 
The findings on this section of the investigation 
causes one to ask: \ihat account £or the low estate o£ poetry 
among young people? Is it primarily word choice, meter, rhyme 
compression, or other devices that distinguish poetry from 
prose? No doubt certain poetic usages, such as unusual word 
order and exotic or subtle vocabulary, occasionally interfere 
with pupils' understanding of a poem's meaning. Yet an exami-
nation of well-liked as well as disliked poems suggests that 
basically not form but content is the touchstone of popularity. 
The vast majority of poe~ deal with themes and ideas which 
children would reject as decisively if offered to them in 
prose. Youth demands life in action; age is ofte n content with 
sentiment in rose leaves, with mood, dreama, reflection, di-
dacticism, and philosophy. 
READING MATERIALS FOR YOUTH 
Attention over the years has been drawn to the fact 
that the reading materials generally used in literature 
classes are better liked by girls than by boys in a ration of 
more than two to one, and that on the evidence of the data 
collected in the study1 we have been re£erring to in two pre-
ceding topics, seven of the eight types of literature are 
1 Ibid., p. 69-72. 
- - -
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better liked by girls than by boys . 
The investigator ' s plan was to compare a list of 
several hundred poems afforded by their study with a standard 
anthology of poems prepared for sale to the general public . 
If this collection included a better proportional representa-
tion of poems better liked by boys than by girls than did 
school classrooms, it might be expected that among the poems 
common to both the anthology and the investigator's list, a 
somewhat higher proportion would prove to be better liked by 
boys than the proportion shown by the investigator's list of 
poems . 
To insure that the general anthology of poetry to be 
compared with the investigator ' s list would not be uncon-
sciously skewed by femdnine preferences, it seemed desirable 
to choose a collection edited by a man . What I Like in Poetry, 
by Willirun Lyon Phelps, was selected . Every poem found in 
this book and also included on the investigator's list was 
tabulated. Of the 150 poems thus secured, only 10 per cent 
rlere better liked by boys, compared with 19 per cent for the 
investigator's list of 446 poems . Boys gave the 150 poems 
and interest score of 57 . 6 against the investigator's 60 . 7 
of the 446 poems . Girls rated the 150 poems, 67 . 5, compared 
with the 68 . 3 for the list of 446. The spread between boys 
and girls for the 150 poems of Phelp 1 s collection was 9. 9 
points ; for the 446 poems, 7. 6 points . 
If Phelp 1 s collection is a fair sample of the poetry 
10 
read by the general public and is representative as to litera-
ry quality, the comparisons made tend to confirm certain 
findings presented in the study to which the writer has al-
ready referred in preoeeding three topics. Thus, it can 
be concluded that: 
1. Girls like poetry better than do boys. 
2. Girls' tastes in poetry are more literary than 
boys' tastes. (The assumption is made that the 
Phelps's collection is of good literary quality.) 
11 
CHAPT.ffi II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to discover what prefer-
ences for certain poetry second-grade pupils in the ~aneral 
Springs High School of Ellerbe , North Carolina, have. 
Forty poe~ were selected from Children's Interests ~ 
Poetry by Miriam Blanton Huber, Herbert B. Bruner and 
Charles Madison CUrry, publiShed by Rand McNally and Company, 
Chicago, 1927. 
Included were poems about holidays, animals , and 
lullabies. The poems used follow. 
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2 . 
LIST OF POEMS 
fue Raggedy Men, by James \i. Riley 
Kentucky Babe, by Richard Henry Buck 
Our Flag, by Lydia A. Coonley Ward 
Dialect 
Lullaby dialect 
Patriotic 3. 
4. Hiawatha's Childhood, by Henry Longfellow Indian Boy 
5. Lullaby, by Paul Lawrence Dunbar Lullaby dialect 
6. Cradle Hymn, by Martin Luther Christmas 
1. The Sugar Plum Tree, by E. Fi elds Food, Candy 
8. The Star Spangled Banner , by Francis 
Scott Key Patriotic 
9 . Owl and Pussy Gat, by Edward Lear Animals 
10. Mary Had a Little Lamb, by Sarah Jane 
Hale Lullaby 
11. When the Sleepy Man Comes, by Charles D. 
Roberts. Lullaby 
1a. Old Mother Hubbard, anonymous 
13 . All Things Bright and Beautiful , by 
Cecil Francis Alexander 
Sir Robin, by Lucy Larcom 
15. The House That Jack Built , anonymous 
16. 
17. 
0 Little Town of Bethlehem, by Phillips 
Brooks 
Your Flag and My Flag, by Wilbur Nesbit 
Religious 
Animal 
Religious 
Patriotic 
18. Who Stole the Bird 1 s Nest? by Lydia Maria 
Child Animal 
13 
19 . The Flag, by Arthur Macy 
20 . Baby, by George MacDonald 
21 Christmas Morning, by ~lizabeth Madox 
Roberts 
2~ The Lamp Lighter, by Robert L. Stevenson 
23. Wynken, Blynken, and Nod , by Eugene Field 
24. A Visit rrom Abroad, by James ~tevenson 
25. The New l1oon, by Eliza Lee Follen 
26. 'Ihe Sunbeams, by Emilie Poulson 
27 . A Child's Thought of God, by Elizabeth 
B. Browning 
28 . The Land of Counterpane, by Robert Louis 
Stevenson 
29 . Sweet and Low, by Alrred Tennyson 
30 . Who Likes the Rain? by Clara Doty Bates 
Patriotic 
Christmas 
Religions 
Nature 
31 Ding Dong! Ding Dong! by 1~iza Lee Follen 
Bob White, by George Cooper 
33 . Good Night and Good Morning , by Lord 
Houghton 
34. A Good Play, by Robert Louis Stevenson 
35. Boats Sail on the River, by Christina G. 
Rosetti 
36. April, by Theodosia Macy Garrison 
37 . My Shadow, by Robert Louis Stevenson 
38 . 
39 . 
Indian Lullaby, by Charles Myall 
My Bed is a Boat, by Robert Louis 
Stevenson 
40 . The Jay and the Dove , by Laurence 
Almatadema 
Animal 
lullaby 
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The poems were presented by the classroom teachers 
over a period of four months . The children were asked to 
rate each poem by answering these questions: 
Did you like the poem? 
Did you like it because it rhymed? 
Did you like it because it was funny? 
If the response was "no" the child was asked: 
Why did you dislike it? 
Was the poem too short? 
Was the poem too long? 
Were the words too hard? 
Did you know what it meant? 
The population included 85 children in two classrooms . 
Samples of the Responses Follow: 
'lhe Raggedy Man 
Likes 
I like the poem because 
It is funny 
It rhymes 
It puts stress on the word 
"raggedy" 
Dislikes 
I didn't like the poem because 
I don't like dialect 
I didn't like the word "raggedy" 
Kentucky Babe 
I like the poem because 
It speaks of sleep 
It rhymes 
I like the poem because 
It is symbol of truth 
I have heard it before 
I didn't like the poem because 
It was too short 
I didn 1 t like the word "babe" 
Our Flag 
I didn't like the poem because 
Hiawatha' s Bhildhood 
I like the poem because 
It is about an Indian boy 
It told some of the things an 
Indian boy does 
I didn't like the poem because 
It was too long 
Words hard to pronounce 
Lullaby 
I like the poem because 
It rhymes 
It tells how children feel 
after playing all day 
I like the poem because 
It is .short 
We sing it in school 
It tells of Jesus• birth 
I didn't like the poem because 
I don't know the meaning of 
some words 
I can't read dialect 
Cradile Hymn 
I didn't like the poem because 
It was too short 
16 
The Sugar Plum Tree 
Likes 
I like the poem because 
It tells about candy 
It is a good bedtime poem 
It makes me think of molasses 
Dislikes 
I didn't like the poem because 
It is make believe 
1he goodies are too high in 
the tree 
Star Spangled Banner 
I like the poem because 
It tells a story 
It is sung at the opening or 
our basketball games 
It is pretty 
I didn't like the poem because 
It is hard to sing 
'Ihe Owl and the Pussy Cat 
I like the poem because 
It is funny 
It was a queer couple 
It makes me think or dancing 
in the moonlight 
I didn't like the poem because 
I don't like owls 
I didn't like the idea or a 
ride 
I once rell out of a boat 
When the Sleepy Man Gomes 
I like the poem because 
It is a lullaby 
I didn't like the poem because 
It makes me drowsy 
It doesn't have rhythm. 
17 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The poe~ were selected to discover the pupil ts prefer-
e 
ences in terms of: 
1. 
2. 
~: 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 . 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
1 . The types of poems liked . 
2. The frequency of the likes and dislikes of each poem. 
3. What elements were alike and what elements different? 
4. The types of poems selected by the groups according 
to age levels . 
The Data Were Analyzed to Discover the Likes 
and Dislikes of the Forty Poems Presented. 
Poem Like Dislike 
No :-Fer Cent No . Per Cent 
The Raggedy Man 79 93 6 7 Kentucky Babe 77 91 8 9 Our Flag 75 88 10 12 
Hiawatha's Childhood 68 80 17 20 
Lullaby 80 94 5 6 Cradle Hymn 82 96 3 4 The Sugar Plum Tree 73 86 12 14 
'Ihe Star Spangle Banner 75 88 10 12 
fue Owl ani The Pussy Cat 80 94 5 6 
When the Sleepy Man Comes 72 84 13 16 
Mary Had a Little Lamb 83 98 2 2 
Old Mother Hubbard 79 93 6 7 
All 'lhings Bright and 
Beautiful 76 89 9 11 
Sir Robin 
The House that Jack 
74 87 11 13 
Built 
0 Little Town of 73 
86 12 14 
Bethlehem 75 88 10 12 
Your Flag and My Flag 
Who Stole the Bird!s 
71 84 14 16 
Nest? 73 86 12 14 
18 
19 
Poem Like Dislike 
No:-Pe'r Cent NQ. Per Cent 
19 . 'lhe Flag 76 89 9 11 
20 . Baby 80 94 5 6 
2l. Christmas Morning 83 98 2 2 
22. The Lamp Lighter 69 81 16 19 
23. Wynken, Slynken and Nod 82 96 3 4 
24. A Visit from Abroad 63 74 22 26 
25. The New Moon 70 82 15 18 
26 . 'Ihe Sunbeams 68 80 17 20 
27 . A Child 1 s Thought of God 82 96 3 4 
28 . The Land of Counterpane 73 86 12 14 
29 . Sweet and Low 71 83 14 17 
30. Who Likes the Rain 74 87 11 13 
31 . Ding Dong! Ding Dong! 60 71 25 29 
32. Bob White 69 81 16 19 
33 . Good Night and Good 
Morning 77 91 8 9 
34. A Good Play 70 82 15 18 
35. Boats Sail on the River 78 92 7 8 
36. April 70 82 15 18 
37. My Shadow 79 93 6 7 
38. Indian Lullaby 81 95 4 5 
39 . My Bed is a Boat 80 94 5 6 
40 . The Jay and the Dove 69 81 16 19 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Forty poems from Children's Interest in Poetry by 
Miriam Blanton Huber, Herbert B. Bruner, and Charles Madison 
Curry, published by Rand McNally and Company, Chicago, 1927, 
were presented orally by the classroom teachers . There were 
eighty-five children in two classes. One poem was presented 
at a time beginning in September and ending in January. 
Following each presentation the children were asked if they 
enjoyed the poem and Why. The responses were analyzed and the 
f'ollowing conclusions may be drawn : 
1 . The children appeared to enjoy all of' the pem.s 
presented. 
a . The percent of likes ranged from 98 to 71. 
b . The percent of' dislikes ranged from 29 to 2. 
2. The reasons for liking a poem which were given 
most of ten were "it rhymes, 11 or "it is funny. 11 
3. The reason given most often for disliking a poem 
was "I didn't understand the words . " 
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Huber 
Poem 1 
The Raggedy Man 
0 THE RAGGEDY MANl He works for Pa; 
An' he's the goodest man you ever sawl 
He comes to our house every day, 
An' waters the horses, an' feeds 1 em hay; 
An1 he opens the shed -- an' we all ist laugh 
When he drives out our little, old, wobble-ly calf; 
An' nen -- ef our hired girl says he can 
He milks the cow fer 1 Lizabuth Ann --
Ain't he an awful good Raggedy Man? 
Raggedy! Raggedy! Raggedy Manl 
W•y The Raggedy Man -- he's ist so good 
He splits the kindlin' an' chops the wood; 
An1 nen he spades our garden, too, 
An' nen does most things 'at boys can't do 
He clumed clean up in our big tree 
An1 shooked a' apple down fer me --
An1 1nother 1 n too, fer 'Lizabeth Ann 
An• 1nother 1 n too, fer the Raggedy Man 
Ain't he a' awfulkind Raggedy Man? 
Raggedy! Raggedy! Raggedy ¥~n! 
An1 the Raggedy Man, he knows most rhymes 
An' tells 'em, if I be good sometimes: 
Knows 'bout Giunts , an' Griffuns, an' Elves, 
An' the Squidicum Squees 1at Swallers themselves ! 
An' wite by the pump in our pasture-lot 
He showed me the hole 'at the wunks is got, 
1 At lives way deep in the ground, 'an can 
Turn into me, er 1 Lizabuth Ann! 
Er Ma, er Pa, er 'lhe Raggedy :Hanl 
Ain't he a funny old Raggedy Man? 
Raggedy! Raggedyl Raggedy Manl 
24 
'fue Raggedy 1'1an -- one time v1hen he 
Wuz makin 1 a little bow- 1 in-orry fer me , 
Says, "When you're big like your Pa is, 
Air you go 1 to keep a fine store like his 
An1 be a rich merchant -- an1 wear fine clothes? 
Er what air you go' to be, goodness knows!" 
An 1 nen he laughed at 1lizabeth Ann, 
An • I says, nM go • to be a Raggedy Man! 
I 1m is t go 1 to be a nice Raggedy Man! " 
Raggedyl Raggedy! Raggedy Man! 
Riley, Jrunes Whitcomb 
My Poetry Book 
p . 142 
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Huber 
Poem 2 
Kentucky Babe 
' Skeeters am a hummdn' in da honeysuckle vine, -
Sleep, Kentucky Babe l 
Sandman~ a comin' to dis little coon of mine, 
Sleep, Kentucky Babe! 
Silv'ry moon am shinin' in 1 de heabens up above , 
Bobolink am pinin' fo' his little lady love: II 
Yo is mighty luck, 
Babe of old Kentucky, --
Close yo ' eyes in sleep. 
Fly away 
Fly away, Kentucky Babe, fly away to rest, 
Fly away, 
Lay yo' kinky, wooly head on yo ' mammy's breast , 
Boogie Man'll catch yo' sure unless yo ' close yo ' eyes, 
Waitin' jes outside de doo' to take yo ' by surprise: 
Bes' be keepin ' shady, 
Little colored lady, 
Close yo ' eyes in sleep. 
Buck, Henry Richard 
Source: The ~ Book of Verse, Selected and arranged by 
Burton ~gbert Stevenson; Henry Holt & Co., Vol I, 
1953. 
li 
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Huber 
Poem 3 
D 
Out on the breeze, 
0 1 er land and sea, 
A beauti~ul banner is streaming, 
Shining its stars, 
Under the sun shine 1 tis gleaming. 
Hail to the ~lag, 
The dear bonny ~lag, 
The ~lag that is red, white and blue . 
Over the brave , 
Long may it wave , 
Peace to the world ever bringing, 
While to the stars 
Linked with the bars 
Hearts will be ~orever singing: 
Hail to the ~lag, 
The dear bonny ~lag -
The ~lag that is red, white and blue . 
Ward, Lydia Avery Coonley 
The Year Around Poems ~or Children. 
p . 76. 
I 
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Huber 
Poem 4 
,_ 
Hiawatha's Childhood 
By the shores of Gitchie Gumee, 
By the shining Big-Sea-Water, 
Stood the \dgwam of Nokomis, 
Daughter of the moon, Nokomis, 
Dark behind it rose the forest, 
Rose the black and gloomy pine trees , 
Rose the fires with cones upon them; 
Bright before it beat the water, 
Beat the clear and sunny water , 
Beat the shining Big- Sea- Water, 
There the wrinkled old Nokomis 
Nursed the little Hiawatha, 
Rocked him in his linden cradle, 
Bedded soft in moss and rushes, 
Safely bound with reindeer sinews; 
Stilled his fretful wail by saying, 
"Hush! the Naked Bear will hear thee l 11 
Lulled him into slumber, singing, 
"Ewa-yea! my little owlet! 
Who is this that lights the wigwam? 
With his great eyes lights the wigwam? 
11 
"Ewa- yea! my little owlet ! 11 
Jvlany things Nokomis taught him 
or the stars that shine in heaven; 
Showed him Ishkoodah, the comet , 
Ishkoodah, with fiery tresses; 
Showed the Death- Dance of the Spirits, 
Warriors with their plumesand war clubs, 
Flaring far away to Northward 
In the frosty nights of winter; 
Showed the broad , white road in heaven, 
Pathways of the ghosts , the shadows . 
At the door on summer evenings 
Sat the little Hiawatha; 
Heard the whispering of the pine trees, 
Heard the lapping of the waters . 
Sounds of music , words of wonder; 
11!-linne- wawal 11 said the pine tree, 
11l,1udway-aushka! 11 said the water, 
Saw the firefly, Wah- wah-taysee, 
Flitting through the dusk at evening, 
With the twinkle of its candle, 
Lighting up the brakes and brushes, 
And he sang the song of children, 
Sang the song Nokomis taught him: 
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nwah-wah-taysee, little f'iref'ly, 
Little, f'litting, white-fire insect 
Little, dancing, white-fire insect, 
Little, dancing, white-fire creature, 
Light me with your little candle, 
Ere upon my bed I lay me, 
Ere in sleep I close my eyelids!" 
Saw the moon rise from the water 
Rippling, rounding from the water, 
Saw the flecks and shadows on it, 
Whispered, "What is that Nokomis?" 
And the good Nokomis answered: 
110nce a 't-tarrior, very angry, 
Seized his grandmother, and threw her 
Up into the sky at midnight; 
Right against the moon he threw her ; 
1 Tis her body that you see there. 11 
Saw the rainbow in the heaven, 
In the eastern sky, the rainbow, 
Whispered, "What is it, Nokomis?" 
And the good Nokomis answered: 
11 1Tis the heaven of flowers you see there; 
All the wildflowers of the forest, 
All the lillies of the prairie, 
When on earth they fade and perish 
Blossom in that heaven above us. 11 
When he heard the owls at midnight, 
Hooting, laughing in the forest, 
"What is that?" he cried in terror, 
"What is that?" he said, "Nokomis?" 
And the good Nokomis answered: 
"'lhat is but the owl and owlet, 
Talking in their native language 
Talking , scolding at each other.~ 
Then the little Hiawatha 
Learned of every bird its language, 
Learned their names and all their secrets, 
How the beavers built their lodges, 
vfuere the squ±rrels hid their acorns, 
How the reindeer ran so swiftly, 
Why the rabbit was so timid 
Talked with them when1eer he met them, 
Called them 11 Hiawatha1 s Brothers." 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. 
My Poetry Book 
p . 422. 
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Lullaby 
Bedtime's come fu 1 little boys, 
Po' little lwmb. 
Too tiahed out to make a noise , 
Po' little lamb. 
You gwine t' have tomorrow sho 1 ? 
Yes, You tole me that before', 
Don't you fool me , chile, no mo 1 , 
Pol little lamb. 
You been bad the livelong day, 
Po 1 little lrumb. 
Th 1 owin1 stones an 1 runnin' 'way, 
Po 1 little lamb 
My, but Jou•s a-runnin' wil', 
Look jes' lak some po' folks chile ; 
Mam1 gwine whup you atter while, 
Po' little lamb . 
Come Hyeall You mos 1 tiahed to def . 
Po' little lamb, 
Played yo 1 self clean out o' bref, 
Pol little lamb . 
See dem han's now-- sich a sight! 
Would you evah b 1 lieve dey's white? 
Stan ' still twell I wash ' em right, 
Po' little lamb. 
Jes' cain1 t hol' yo' haid up straight , 
Po' little lamb 
Hadn't oughter played so late, 
Po 1 little lamb 
Mammy do ' know whut she'd do, 
If de chillun 1 s all lak you; 
You 1 s a caution now fu' true, 
Po' little lamb. 
Lay yo' haid down in my lap, 
Po' little lamb. 
Y1 ought to have a right good slap, 
Po 1 little lamb. 
Your been runnin1 roun' a heap . 
Shet dem eyes an' don't you peep, 
Po• little lamb. 
Dunbar, Paul Lawrence . 
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Cradle Hymn 
Away in a manger, no crib for a bed 
'Ihe little Lord Jesus laid down his sweet head, 
The stars in the bright sky looked down 
where he lay 
--The little Lord Jesus asleep on the hay. 
The c attle are lowing, the Baby awakes, 
But little Lord Jesus, no crying he makes. 
I love Thee, Lord Jesusl look down from the sky, 
And stay by my c~adle till morning is nigh. 
Luther, Martin. 
Time for Poetry. 
p. 173 
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The Sugarplum Tree 
Have you ever heard of the Sugarplum Tree? 
'Tis a marvel of great renownl 
It blooms on the shore of the Lollipop Sea 
In the garden of Shut-Eye town; 
The fruit that it bears is so wondrously sweet 
(As those who have tasted it say) 
That good little children have only to eat 
Of that fruit to be happy next day. 
II 
II 
\Vhen you've got to the tree, you would have a hard time 
To capture the fruit which I sing; 
The tree is so tall that no person could climb 
To the boughs where the sugarpl'UITlS swing! 
But up in that tree sits a chocolate cat, 
And a gingerbread dog prowls below --
And this is the way you contrive to get at 
Those sugarplums tempting you so: 
You say but the ward to the gingerbread dog 
And he barks with such terrible zest 
That the chocola te cat is at once all agog , 
As his swelling proportions attest . 
And the chocolate cat goes cavorting around 
From this leafy limb to that, 
And the sugarplums tumble, of course, to the ground --
Hurrah for that chocolate cat! 
There are marshmallows, gumdrops, and peppermint canes, 
With stripings of scarlet or gold , 
And you carry away of the treasure that rains, II 
As much as your apron can hold! 
So come little child, cuddle closer to me 1 , 
In your dainty white nightcap and gown, II 
And I 1 11 rock you away to the sugarplum tree I! 
In the garden of Shut-Eye Town. 
Field, Eugene. 
The Home Book of Verse for Young Folks. 
p . 74 
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The Star Spangled Banner 
Oh say, can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hail at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the 
perilous fight 
On the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streamingr 
And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still 
there; 
Oh say, does the star-spangled banner yet wave 
O•er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore do you seem, through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence repoaes, 
\ihat is that which the breeze o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam: 
In full glory reflected, now shines on the stream; 
'Tis the star-spangled banner, 0 long may it wave 
0 'ver the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has washed out their foul footsteps' 
pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O•ver the land of the free and the home of the bravel 
Ohl this be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven rescued 
land 
Praise the power that hath made and preserved us a 
nation. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just, 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave 
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave l 
Key, Scott Francis 
The Home Book of Verse for Young Folks 
p . 477. II II 
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The Owl and the Pussy Cat went to sea 
In a beautiful pea-green boat: 
They took some honey, and plenty of money 
Wrapped up in a five pound note. 
The Owl looked up to the stars above, 
And sang to a small guitar, 
11 0 lovely Pussy, 0 Pussy, my love, 
What a beautiful Pussy you are, 
You are, 
You are . 
What a beautiful Pussy you arel" 
Pussy said to the Owl , "You elegant fowl, 
How charmingly sweet you singl 
Oh! Let us be married; too long we have tarried: 
But what shall we do for a ring?" 
They sailed away, for a year and a day, 
To the land where the bong tree grows; 
And there in the wood a Piggy-wig stood, 
With a ring at the end of his nose, 
His nose, 
His nose. 
With a ring at the end of his nose . 
"Dear pig , are you willing to sell for one shilling 
Your ring? 11 Said the Piggy, "I will." 
So they took it a\-ray and \'lere married next day 
By the turkey Who lives on the hill. 
They dined on mince and slices of quince, 
Which they ate with a runcible spoon; 
And hand in hand, on the edge of the sand, 
They danced by the light of the moon, 
'Ihe moon, 
The moon. 
They danced by the light of the moon. 
Lear, .t.dward. 
My Poetry Book. 
p. 458. 
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vfuen the Sleepy Man Comes 
When the sleepy man comes with the dust on his eyea, 
(Oh, weary , my Dearie , so weary! ) 
He shuts up the earth and he opens the skies . 
(So hush- a- by , weary , my Dearie ! ) 
He smiles through his fingesr ann shuts up the sun; 
(Oh, weary, my Dear ie , so weary!) 
The stars that he loves , he l ets out one by one . 
(So hush- a- by , weary , my Dearie ! ) 
He comes from the castles of drowsy-boy Town; 
(Oh, weary, my Dearie , so weary! ) 
At the touch of his hand the t ired eyelids fall 
(So hush- a- by, weary, my Deary!} 
He comes with a murmur of dr eam i n his wings ; 
(Oh weary, my Dearie , so weary l ) 
And whispers of mermaids and wonderful things . 
(So hush- a- by, weary , my Dearie !} 
Then the top is a burden, the bugl e a bane ; 
(Oh, weary , my Dearie , so wear y ! ) 
When one would be faring down Dream- a- way Lane . 
(So hush- a- by, weary , my Dearie ! ) 
vfuen one would be wending in Lull aby Wherry , 
(Oh, weary, my Dearie , so weary! ) 
To Sleepy man's Castle, by Comforting Ferry. 
(So hush- a- by, weary , my Deari e !) 
Roberts, Charles G. D. 
Source : The Home Book of Verse for Youn! Folks . 
Op . Cit . , --p:---70: 
down. 
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Mary' s Lamb 
Mary had a little lamb, 
Its fleece vras white as snow; 
And everywhere that Mary went 
The lamb was sure to go . 
He followed her t o school one day, 
Which was against the rule; 
It made the children laugh and play 
To see a lamb at school. 
And so the teacher turned him out 
But still he lingered near, 
And waited patiently about 
Till Mary did appear. 
11 Wha t makes the lamb love Hary so? 11 
The eager children cry, 
"Oh, Mary loves the lamb, you know, 11 
The teacher did reply. 
Hale , Sarah J. 
Source : Time for Poetry. Compiled by lvlay Hill Arbuthnot. 
A teacher's Anthology to accompany The New Basic 
Readers Curriculum Foundation Series , Scott , 
Foresman & Co., New York, 1951, p . 120. 
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Old MOther Hubbard 
Old I~ther Hubbard 
Went to the Cupboard, 
To get her poor dog a bone; 
But when she got there 
The cupboard was bare, 
And so the poor dog had none. 
She went to the baker's 
To buy him some bread, 
But when she carne back 
The poor dog was dead. 
She went to the joiner's 
To buy him a coffin, 
But when she came back 
'lhe poor dog was laughing . 
She took a clean dish 
To get him some tripe, 
But when she came back 
He was smoking a pipe . 
She went to the fishmonger's 
To buy him some fish, 
But when she c a!ll3 back 
He was licking the dish. 
She went to the hatter's 
To buy him a hat, 
But when she came back 
1E.he was feeding the cat. 
She went to the barber's 
To buy him a wig, 
But when she came back 
He was dancing a jig. 
She went to the fruiterer's 
To buy him some fruit, 
But when she came back 
He was playing the flute . 
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She went to the tailor 1 s 
To buy him a. coat 
But when she came back 
He was riding a goat . 
She went to the cobbler 1 s 
To buy him some Shoes, 
But when she went back 
He was reading the news . 
She went to the seamstress 
To buy him some linen, 
But when she came back 
The dog was spinning . 
She went to the hosier 1 s 
To buy him some hose , 
But when she came back 
He was dressed in his clothes . 
The dame made a curtesy, 
The dog made a bow, 
The dame said, "Your servant, 11 
The dog said, "Bow-wow." 
This wonderful dog 
\'las Dame Hubbard 1 s delight ; 
He could sing, he could dance , 
He could read, he could write. 
She gave him rich dainties 
Whenever he fed, 
And built him a monument 
When he was dead . 
Source: The Home Book of Verse for Youn~ Folks . Selected 
and arranged by-Burton Egbert Stevenson. (Revised 
and enlarged edition) . Henry Holt and Co., New 
York, 1929, p . 27. 
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All Things Bright am Beautiful 
All things bright and beautiful, 
All creatures great and small, 
All things wise and wonderful, 
The Lord God made them all . 
£ach little flower that opens, 
Each little bird that sings, 
He made their glowing colors, 
He made their tiny wings . 
The rich man in his castle, 
The poor man at his gate, 
God made them high or lowly, 
And ordered their estate . 
The purple- he aded mountain, 
The river running by, 
The sunset and the morning, 
That brightens up the sky; 
'lh.e cold wind in the winter, 
The pleasant summer sun, 
The ripe fruits in the garden 
He made them every one . 
The tall trees in the greenwood, 
The meadows \ihere we pl ay, 
The rushes by the water 
We gather every day, - -
He gave us eyes to see them 
And lips that we might tell 
How great is God Almighty, 
Who has made all things well! 
Alexander, Cecil Francis. 
Favorite Poems Old and NeVT . 
p . 260. 
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Sir Robin 
Rollicking Robin is here again, 
What does he care for the April rain? 
Care for it? Glad of it. Doesn't he know 
That the April carries off the snow, 
And coaxes out leaves to shadow his nest, 
And washes his pretty red Easter vest, 
And makes the juice of the cherry sweet , 
For his hungry little robins to eat? 
"Hal Hal Ha! Hear the jolly bird l augh . 
"That isn' t the best of the story , by half . " 
Gentleman Robin, he walks up and down, 
Dr essed in orange- tawny and black and brown. 
Though his eye is so proud and his step so f i rm, 
He can always stoop to pick up a worm. 
With a twist of his he ad , and a strut and a hop , 
To his robin-wife in the peach t r eetop , 
Chirpi ng her heart out , he calls , "My dear , 
You don't earn your living! Come here ! Come here ! 
Ha l Hal Ha l life is so l ovel y and sweet ; 
But what would it be i f we ' d nothing to eat?" 
Robin, Sir Robin, gay , red- vested knight , 
Nov1 you have come to us , summer's in sight . 
You never dream of the wonders you bring , --
Vi sions tha t follow the f l ash of your wing : 
How all the beautiful, by- and- by 
Around you and after you seems to fly! 
Sing on or eat on , as pleases your mind! 
Well have you earned every morsel you find . 
11 Aye l Hal Hal Ha l " whistles Robin . "Ny dear , 
Let us all take our own choice of good cheer! " 
Larcom, Lucy . 
Time for Poetry . 
p . 5o . 
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The House that Jack Built 
--
'Ihis is the house that Jack built . 
This is the malt 
That lay in the house that 
This is the rat 
That ate the malt 
That lay in the house that 
This is the cat 
That killed the rat 
That ate the malt 
'Ihat lay in the house that 
'lhis is the dog 
That worried the cat 
That killed the rat 
That ate the malt 
Jack built . 
Jack built . 
Jack built. 
That lay in the house that Jack built. 
This is the cow with the crumpled horn 
That tossed the dog 
That worried the cat 
That killed the rat 
That ate the malt 
That lay in the house that Jack built . 
This is the maiden all forlorn 
'lha t milked the cow with the crumpled horn 
That tossed the dog 
That worried the cat 
That killed the r a t 
That ate t he malt 
That l a y in hhe house that Jack built. 
This is the priest, all shaven and shorn 
That married the man all tattered and torn 
That kissed the maiden all forlorn 
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn 
That tossed the dog 
That worried the cat 
That killed the rat 
That ate the malt 
That lay in the house tha t Jack built . 
Huber 
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This is the cock that crowed in the morn 
That waked the priest all shaven and shorn 
That married the man all tattered and torn 
That kissed the maiden all forlorn 
That milked the cow wi th the crumpled horn 
That tossed the dog 
That worried the cat 
That killed the r at 
That ate the mal t 
That lay in the house that Jack built . 
'Ihis is the farmer sowing his corn 
That kept the cock that crowed in the morn 
'lhat waked the priest all shaven and shorn 
That married the man, all tattered and torn 
That kissed the maiden all forlorn 
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn 
That tossed the dog 
That worried the cat 
That killed the rat 
That ate the malt 
That lay in the house that Jack built. 
Source: The Home Book of Verse for Young Folks. Ibid . p . 24. 
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0 Little Town of Bethlehem 
0 little town of Bethlehem, 
How still we see the lie! 
Above the deep and dreamless sleep 
The silent stars g o by; 
Yet in thy dark streets shineth 
The everlasting light; 
The hopes and fears of all the years 
Are met in thee tonight. 
For Christ is born of Mary, 
And, gathered all above, 
\fudle mortals sleep, the angels keep 
Their watch of Hondering love. 
0 morning star , together 
Proclaim the holy birth! 
And praises sing to God and King, 
And peace to men on earth. 
How silently, how silently, 
The wondrous gift is given! 
So God imparts to human hearts 
The blessing of his heaven, 
No ear may hear his coming, 
But in this world of sin, 
Where meek souls will receive Him still, 
The dear Christ enters in. 
0 holy child of aethlehem! 
Descend to us we pray ; 
Cast out our sins and enter in, 
Be born in us today . 
We hear the Christmas angels 
The great glad tidings tell; 
Oh, come to us, abide with us, 
Our Lord, Emmanual! 
Brooks, Phillips. 
Favorite Poems Old and New. 
p . 94. 
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Your flag and my flag, 
And how it flies today, 
In your land and my land, 
And half a world away l 
Rose-red and blood-red, 
The stripes forever gleam; 
Snow-white and wool-white --
The good forefather's dream; 
Sky-blue and true-blue, 
\vith stars to gleam aright --
The gloried guidon of the day, 
A shelter through the night . 
Your flag and my flag ! 
To every star and stripe 
The drums beat as hearts beat 
And fifers shrilly pipe ! 
Your flag and my flag --
A blessing in the sky; 
Your hope and my hope --
It never hid a lie ! 
Home land and for land 
And half the world around, 
Old glor y hears our glad salute 
And ripples to the sound. 
Your flag and my flag! 
And, Oh! hol-T much it holds 
Your land arrl my land --
Secure within its folds! 
Your heart and my heart 
Beat quicker at the sight . 
Sun-kissed and wind-tossed --
Red and blue and white . 
The one flag -- the great flag 
The flag for me and you 
Glorified all else beside, 
The red and white and blue . 
Nesbit, Wilbert Dick. 
Poems for Red Letter Days . 
p. 144. 
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Who Stole the Bird 1 s Nest? 
"To-whi t1 to-whi tl to-whee 1 
Will you listen to me? 
Who stole four eggs I laid, 
And the nice nest I made?" 
"Not I," said the cow, "Noo-oo! 
Such a thing I 1 d never do. 
I gave you a wisp of hay, 
But didn1 t take your nest away. 
Not I, 11 said the covr, "Moo-ool 
Such a thing, I • d never do. 11 
11 To-whit! to-whit 1 to-whee 1 
Will you listen to me? 
Who stole four eggs I laid 
and the nice nest I made?" 
"Bob-o-li~! Bob-o- link! 
No"t-t what do you think? 
\iho stole a nest away 
From the plum tree today?" 
"Not I, 11 said the dog, "Bow-wow! 
I wouldn't be so mean, anyhow! 
I gave h airs the nest to make, 
But the nest I did not take. 
Not I," said the dog, 11 Bovr-wow1 
I 1m not so mean, anyhow. " 
"To-whi tl to- whi t1 to-whee 1 
Will you listen to me? 
Who stole four eggs I laid? 
And the nice nest I made?" 
"Bob-o-link! Bob-o-linkl 
Now what do you think? 
Who stole a nest away 
From the plum tree today?" 
"Coo-coo! Coo-cool Coo-coo! 
Let me speak a word, tool 
Who stole that pretty nest 
From little Yellow-breast?" 
~·------------------------------------------------------
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"Not I, 11 said the sheep; 11 0h, no 1 
I wouldn' t treat a poor bird so. 
I gave wool, the nest to line, 
But the nest was none of mine . 
Baa! Baal" said the sheep, "Oh, no, 
I wouldn't treat a poor bird so . 11 
"To-whit! to-whit! to-whee ! 
Will you listen to me? 
Who stole four eggs I laid 
And the nice nest I made? 
11 Bob-o-link1 Bob-o-link! 
Now what do you think? 
~fuo stole a nest away 
From the plum tree today?" 
"Coo-cool Coo-cool Coo- coo ! 
Let me speak a word, too l 
Who stole that pretty nest 
From little Yellow-breast?" 
"Caw! Caw! " cried the crow; 
"I should like to know 
What thief took ato~ay 
A bird' s nest today? 
"Cluck! Cluck!" said the hen; 
"Don't ask me again, 
Why I haven't a chick 
Would do such a trick. 
\'ie all gave her feather, 
And she wove them together . 
I'd scorn to intrude 
On her and her brood. 
"Cluck! Cluck!" said the hen, 
"Don 1 t ask me again. 11 
"Chirr-a- whirr l Chirr-a-whirrl 
All the birds make a stir! 
Let us find out his name , 
And all cry ' For shame. ' " 
"I would not rob a bird , " 
said little Nary Green 
"I think I never heard 
Of anything so mean. 11 
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"It is very cruel, too, 11 
Said little Alice Neal . 
"I wonder if he knew 
How sad the bird would feel?" 
A little boy hung down his head 
And went and hid behind the bed, 
For he stole that pretty nest , 
~~om poor little Yellow- breast; 
And he felt so full of shame , 
He didn' t like to tell his name . 
Child, Lydia Maria. 
Source : One Thousand Poems for Children, based on the 
selection of Roger Ingpen. 
Selected and arranged by Elizabeth Hough ~echrist . 
Macrae-Smith Co., Philadelphia, 1946, p . 115. 
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Here comes the Flag ! 
Hail it! 
\fu.o dares to drag 
Or trail it? 
Give it hurrahs, - -
Three for the stars, 
Three for the bars . 
Uncover your head to it! 
The soldiers who tread to it! 
Shout at the sight of it, 
The justice and right of it, 
The unsullied white of it, 
The blue and red of it, 
'lhe tyranny's dread of it ! 
Here comes the Flag! 
Cheer it! 
Valley and crag 
Shall hear it . 
Fathers shall bless it , 
Children caress it . 
All shall maintain it, 
No one shall stain it, 
Cheers for the sailors that fought on the wave for it . 
Cheers for the soldiers that always were brave for it , 
Tears for the men that \-Jen t down to the grave for it . 
Here comes the Flag. 
Nacy, Arthur. 
Source: 'lhe Story of the American Flag, Wayne Whipple, 
Henry Altemus Co . , Philadelphia, 1910, p . 109. 
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' 
--
Where did you come f r om, baby dear? 
Out of everywhere into the here . 
Where did you get your eyes so blue? 
Out of the sky as I came through. 
--
What makes the light in them sparkle and spin? 
Some of the starry spikes left in. 
Where did you ge t that little tear? 
I found it waiting when I got here . 
vJhat makes your forehead so smooth and h:ig h? 
A soft hand stroked it as I went by. 
What makes your cheeks like a warm white rose? 
Something better than anyone knows . 
Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss? 
Three angels gave me at once a kiss . 
Where did you get that pearly ear? 
God spoke and it came out to hear . 
Where did you get those arms ani hands? 
Love made itself into hooks and hands . 
Feet , whence did you come , you darling things? 
From the same box as the cherubs ' wings. 
How did they all just come to be you? 
God thought about me and so I grew. 
But how did you come to us, you dear? 
God thought of you and so I am here . 
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